The Big Bang Theory Revised
What is the “Big Bang”? Well for some of us it was always taught that it was the start of
the different galaxies that are found throughout space. It was supposed to be Time Zero,
plus one. It was supposed to be the start of the evolutionary cycle which would eventually
introduce life, as we know it, all the way to the introduction of the human animal to the
one and only life chain known so far. But you know what? I have found out that this
historical Big Bang Theory is wrong! Not the concept, but the term.
The real “Big Bang” actually relates to the genetic differences found between the male
and female human animals. It really should be the theory that supports the fact that men
and women are both contributors to the birth of children here on earth – by the way
human children only and, at a minimum, they are supposedly equal contributors. Now,
how can this be true? Well, it actually relates to the extremely powerful and little known
chemistry of the powerful male only element, better known as sperm. And this can be
easily proven when the concept of conception is properly analyzed. Here you have the
male sperm meet up with the female egg, again this is the real “Big Bang”, and they
mutually agree to a lifetime period of co-existence where after the first nine months in the
female body they produce another human animal. And this new human animal, even
when less than 9 or 10 pounds at birth, all came from the linkage of that tiny sperm and
the small egg while in the female womb. So, in order to properly understand this element
we do need to look more closely at the power of the male contribution!
Now, it seems that the sperm is the most powerful chemical composition known to man.
Men claim to be ½ of every child, in the well-educated parts of the world and even more
so in the less developed nations. In these right wing male controlled societies, the males
dominate and profess to be the ones in charge and the ones responsible for almost
everything including the creation and development of the family. It seems that, in these
male dominated societies, the males have put more into the children that are born than the
females. Females seem to be very wrong in thinking they are the major factor when it
comes to being pregnant for nine months and delivering the children. They seem to think
that they are the primary source of life development for the animal in their womb. But
they are obviously very wrong. Now, this error takes us back to the misunderstood power
of the male part of the species. And this understated complex male contribution via the
powerful sperm has really misled all of us, particularly those of us who believe in
equality. Well, this initial and misunderstood power of the male part of human
development is a problem. If we were properly educated we would learn that the power
of the sperm is in itself proof of the male’s right to dominate human life from the point of
conception all the way into the everlasting life found in almost all cultures and societies.
Again, almost every society on earth has learned and understands that the male
contribution related to childbirth needs to be learned correctly. Male superiority rights are
actually misunderstood in some cultures. This needs to change. Judging from this
acceptance of male dominance in this world, when it comes to this statement, the proof is
in the pudding. Oh, excuse me again. This is not the primordial pudding that existed
before this earth was formed. Anyway, the world’s acceptance of this theory is that there
is no doubt that the male sperm is far more powerful than professed by the human body
experts of today. That sperm, and remember that only one of them attaches to the egg, is

so powerful it takes on at least 50% of the child’s growth and development in the womb.
Therefore, the male human animal can take responsibility and therefore authority for a
minimum of one half of the child when it is born. Males are ½ the parent and can take at
least that much in the development and control of their children. And who thought that
the development of the many solar systems was incredible? Here, on this tiny planet, the
female acceptance of this theory, which allows for male control, sets the male dominance
of society as the proper legal and ethical basis for societal structures. The powerful male
agent found in the sperm is proof of the “Bigger Bang”!
Oh, by the way, to make this easier for you females of today to accept this theory, it is
well known that the female side of the animal man will eventually take over the known
human race as medical experts no forecast that the decline of the male part of the
population, due to the deficits related to the Y chromosome, is inevitable. Your XY
structure is actually far more powerful and simply hidden at the moment. This developing
human Black Hole will eventually take over the original animal man’s Big Bang.
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